Golden Goa
great parasol. And each of them had in personal attendance twelve
pages dressed in silk, and six very tall negroes carrying drawn
swords, fierce and devoted, made bulkier still by their padded
mantles. It was in such guise that Pyrard saw Tavora pass, not to
dine out, for he dared not do that in a city where the use of poison
was so well understood, but to attend a fete at one of the great
religious houses. Like all the viceroys, he was a very-rich man, far
richer than are our viceroys, for his salary was £14,000 a year—a
sum that may be multiplied by ten or more to give twentieth-
century values—and every viceroy hoped to make £500,000 dur-
ing his three years of office by presents, bribes, and the sale of
offices. But before they could enjoy their fortune, they had to get
home, and, as Pyrard notes, ' it happens often enough that, as all
this wealth of the Viceroys accrues to them from pillage and rob-
bery, so the sea inherits it and all is miserably lost.'
One of the religious houses which viceroys were wont to visit
was that of the Jesuits. Several of the monastic orders, the
Dominicans, the Franciscans, the Carmelites, the Augustinians,
had sumptuously appointed churches and monasteries, which had
begun to be built from about 1550. By the beginning of the
seventeenth century religious houses had increased so enormously
that Fonseca, in his Historical and Archaeological Sketch of Goa
(1878), the only full account of old Goa in existence, describes
more than forty principal foundations, and Captain Hamilton,
who was there at the close of the seventeenth century, declares
that the clergy numbered 50,000, though the total Christian popu-
lation was less than 160,000. The Jesuits lived in what was called
the Professed House, attached to which was the Church of the
Bom Jesus, buildings situated near the top of the Rua Direita.
The Professed House, being one of the sights of Goa, was visited
by Mandelslo and Mr. Methwold. The former sums up his impres-
sions of the state and luxury in which the Jesuits lived in these
words: *I must confess they gave us the best Canary that ever I
drank/ The visitors later climbed the tower of the Bom Jesus,
where they took a view *of all the city, the sea, the liver, and all
the adjacent champion, as far as the mountain7, but it was inside
the church that the most interesting sight in Goa was to be seen.
This was the mummified body of St. Francis Xavier.
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